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Abstract: By detecting the failure probability of communication equipment in real time and
improving the ability of performance detection and real time estimation of communication
equipment, a failure probability evaluation technology of communication equipment based on
statistical feature analysis is proposed. The real time data acquisition of failure probability of
communication equipment is carried out by using wireless sensor technology, and the information
fusion processing of the failure probability of communication equipment is carried out. Combined
with big data's statistical feature analysis method, the failure probability of communication
equipment is counted in real time, the spectral characteristic quantity of failure probability of
communication equipment is extracted, and the time-frequency analysis and wavelet scale
decomposition method are used to evaluate the failure probability of communication equipment.
The simulation results show that the real-time performance of communication equipment failure
probability detection is better, the failure probability is high, and the anti-interference property is
good.
1. Introduction
With the automation level of communication equipment getting higher and higher, the parameter
energy requirement of communication equipment is getting higher and higher. It is necessary to
detect the failure probability of communication equipment in real time. Combined with the method
of wireless sensing information fusion and feature extraction, the failure probability performance of
communication equipment is analyzed, the statistical analysis of failure probability of
communication equipment and big data mining model are constructed, and the artificial intelligence
technology is used to realize the failure probability detection of communication equipment[1]. It has
great significance to improve the performance of communication equipment and study the real-time
detection method of failure probability of communication equipment in improving the combat
capability of individual soldiers and the intelligent level of communication equipment.
In the traditional methods, the failure probability evaluation methods of communication
equipment mainly include joint mean square error estimation method, spectrum feature detection
method, fuzzy detection method and statistical feature detection method[2]. The failure probability
evaluation model of communication equipment is constructed, big data information fusion
technology is used to realize the failure probability evaluation of communication equipment, and
the real-time and intelligence of communication equipment failure probability detection are
improved. However, there are some problems in the evaluation of communication equipment failure
probability, such as poor anti-interference and high computational complexity. In order to solve the
above problems, this paper proposes a communication equipment failure probability evaluation
technology based on statistical feature analysis[3]. Firstly, wireless sensor technology is used to
collect the real-time data of communication equipment failure probability, and the information
fusion processing of the collected communication equipment failure probability is carried out.
Combined with big data's statistical feature analysis method, the failure probability of
communication equipment is counted in real time, and then the spectral characteristic quantity of
failure probability of communication equipment is extracted, and the time-frequency analysis and
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wavelet scale decomposition method are used to evaluate the failure probability of communication
equipment. Finally, the simulation results show the superior performance of the proposed method in
improving the failure probability evaluation ability of communication equipment.
2. Parameter acquisition and information fusion processing
2.1. Failure probability acquisition model for communication equipment
In order to evaluate the failure probability of communication equipment, it is necessary to
construct the data acquisition model of failure probability evaluation of communication equipment.
The information collection and node deployment of failure probability evaluation of communication
equipment are carried out by using array signal analysis and distributed sensor networking
method[4]. The performance characteristics of failure probability of communication equipment are
analyzed, and the failure probability of communication equipment is detected by feature extraction
and big data fusion technology. The time domain characteristic components of failure probability
acquisition of communication equipment are described as follows:
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Wherein, a2 and c1 are the characteristic distribution bandwidth and spectrum component of
communication equipment failure probability real-time data acquisition, the high-order statistical
feature analysis method is used to design the wave beam element domain of communication
equipment failure probability, the fourth-order joint feature estimation method is used to construct
the cumulant joint estimation model of communication equipment failure probability detection[5],
and the signal feature distribution vector set of communication equipment failure probability
{ x ,x , xn } ,. In the two-dimensional subspace, the distribution set of operational
sampling is 1 2
effectiveness characteristics of the failure probability of communication equipment is expressed as
follows:
 n
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In the operational effectiveness evaluation of communication equipment failure probability, the
density spectrum of big data sampling of communication equipment failure probability is taken as
the input feature set, and the single peak value of communication equipment failure probability
acquisition is obtained.
=
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In any m × n dimension matrix A , the range of failure probability detection for communication
equipment is defined as:
gg gg
gij = tr Wi j a j c j 

(4)

n× n
The A ∈ C
is used to represent the statistical distribution of the failure probability of the
n
collected communication equipment and v ∈ C , big data fusion of the failure probability of the
communication equipment on the array model of the failure probability of the communication
equipment shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 An array element model for the probability of failure of communication equipment
According to the element model of communication equipment failure probability acquisition
shown in figure 1, the collected communication equipment failure probability can be described as a
dimensional vector representation, that is:
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In the near field condition, the information source of the failure probability acquisition of the
communication equipment is distributed into a finite vector set, and when the set number of
iterations is less than the threshold, the information sampling is carried out[6], and the fusion
filtering and the characteristic detection of the failure probability of the communication equipment
are carried out according to the sampling result[7].
2.2. Communication equipment failure probability information fusion process
The invention adopts a wireless sensor technology to carry out real-time data acquisition of
failure probability of communication equipment, carries out information fusion processing on the
failure probability of the collected communication equipment, adopts a k-order invariant moment as
the detection statistic[8], and obtains the sparse recovery information as follows:
si (θ=
,ψ i ; t ) si (θ ,ψ i ) , ∀t ∈ R

(6)

Under the background of color noise, IIR filtering method is used to detect the failure probability
of communication equipment. The covariance matrix expression of failure probability detection of
communication equipment is obtained as follows:
H
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In the above formula, Rs (ψ ) is a self-correlation function of the failure probability observation
sample of the communication equipment, and is expressed as a cross-correlation angle measurement
error.
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Under the given sidelobe stage, the statistical characteristic quantity of the failure probability of
the communication equipment is constructed, and the fourth order cumulant of the failure
probability of the communication equipment is output[9]. If the value is constant, the joint
estimation value of the two target sources is as follows:
cum {a + x1 , x2 , , xn } =
cum { x1 , x2 , xn }

(9)

For M array elements, the statistical characteristic distribution model of the failure probability
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sampling source i of the communication equipment in the signal correlation distribution source is
as follows:
=
z (t )
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i

In the formula, the statistical eigenvector a (θi , ri ) of the interference signal and the
measurement signal in the I column is represented as follows:
s ( t ) =  s1 ( t ) , s2 ( t ) ,..., sq ( t ) 

T

(11)

Based on the accurate azimuth estimation of the two target sources, combined with the technical
performance of the communication equipment[10], the filtering characteristic information of the
communication equipment failure probability detection is obtained as follows:
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In the above formula, δ ( t , k ) is a polarization vector function and σ n is a noise variance.
Based on the maximum expected estimation method, the information fusion covariance matrix of
communication equipment failure probability detection is obtained as follows:
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Wherein,
, U n bi (θi ) = 0 , according to the results of information fusion,
the feature extraction and azimuth estimation of communication equipment failure probability
detection are realized, and the spatial beamforming processing is carried out according to the
azimuth estimation results to improve the failure probability detection ability of communication
equipment[11].
H

3. Real time detection optimization of failure probability of communication equipment.
3.1. Feature extraction
In this paper, a communication equipment failure probability evaluation technology based on
statistical feature analysis is proposed. The wireless sensor technology is used to collect the
real-time data of communication equipment failure probability, and the information fusion
processing of the collected communication equipment failure probability is carried out[12]. The
failure probability of communication equipment estimated by DOA is taken as input, and the failure
probability of communication equipment is assumed to collect array element spacing d and array
element number N. The output corresponding communication equipment failure probability
near-field source array popular vector satisfies:
bi (θi ) = Φ (θi ) hi

(14)

The spectral peak estimation of the failure probability of the communication equipment is carried
out by using the MUSIC algorithm, which comprises the following steps:

(

f1 (θ ) = − log10 lmin Q1 (θ ) 

)

(15)

In the above formula, Q1 represents the direction vector of the failure probability of the
communication equipment sampling wave up to the direction θik , and the statistical spectrum
special amount for calculating the failure probability of the communication equipment is calculated
by the following formula:
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The self-adaptive beam forming algorithm is adopted to obtain the measurement error
distribution matrix of the failure probability sampling of the communication equipment:
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The higher the signal-to-noise ratio, the smaller the angle-measuring error, and the spatial gain of
each array element is:
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Based on 7 element uniform linear array beamforming processing, combined with spectral
feature extraction technology, the maximum likelihood estimation and spectral feature extraction of
failure probability of communication equipment are realized[13].
3.2. Communication equipment failure probability detection output
With the increase of the number of sources to be measured[14], the distributed signal model to
obtain the failure probability of communication equipment is expressed as follows:
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The observed communication equipment failure probability distribution covariance matrix Rx
is characterized in that the sparse Bayesian model is represented as an RxV = ΛV , and the
time-frequency parameter joint estimation is carried out on the communication equipment
parameters under the sparse Bayesian model among different array elements, The initial probability
of the near-field source is estimated to be satisfied:
 lˆi
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 4π d
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In the above formula, the ρG (i) is the probability density function of the likelihood function, d
is the element width, θ is a SMV model representing a sparse characteristic, and a fuzzy constraint
control method is combined to obtain the statistical feature quantity as follows:
Φ (θi ) =
diag ( a (θi ) )

(22)

The spectral features of the failure probability of communication equipment are extracted, and
the joint feature estimates are obtained by using time-frequency analysis and wavelet scale
decomposition:
mkx (ττττ
mom[ x(n) , x(n + 1 ) , , x(n + n −1 )] (23)
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in that sparse matrix to be recovered, the optimal receive polarization characteristic quantity of
the antenna is obtain, and the obtained angle estimate error value is expressed as follows:
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Wherein, n ( t ) is the interference characteristic quantity. According to the above analysis,
combined with big data's statistical feature analysis method, the failure probability of
communication equipment is counted and detected in real time[15,16].
4. Simulation experiment and result analysis

Parameter performance

The performance analysis of the failure probability of the communication equipment is carried
out by the simulation experiment. The experiment is designed with Matlab 7, and the algorithm is
designed with C ++. The interval of the failure probability sampling of the communication
equipment is 0.14 s, the large data sample set is 2000, the average joint error is 0.124 and 0.146,
respectively. The SNR is -12dB, the number of fast beats is 20, the position and cosine of the
operational performance of the communication equipment is 2.98, and the failure probability
evaluation of the communication equipment is carried out according to the above simulation
parameters, and the real-time acquisition result of the failure probability of the communication
equipment is shown in Fig.2.

Target location

Fig. 2 Real - time acquisition of communication equipment failure information.
Fig. 2 shows the failure probability efficiency distribution of communication equipment. Taking
the data of Fig. 2 as input, the failure probability of communication equipment is evaluated, and the
detection performance curve is shown in Fig. 3.
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Detection performance

Proposed method

Interference intensity /dB

Fig. 3 Comparison of failure probability detection performance curves for communication
equipment

MSE

The analysis of Fig.3 shows that the accuracy of the failure probability evaluation of the
communication equipment is high, the stability convergence is good, and the test detection error is
obtained by adopting the method, and the result is shown in Fig.4.

Proposed method

Interference intensity /dB

Fig. 4 Detection error for failure probability of communication equipment
The analysis figure 4 shows that the error of the failure probability evaluation of communication
equipment is small and the failure probability is high, which improves the anti-interference ability
of communication equipment failure probability evaluation.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, the failure probability evaluation method of communication equipment is studied,
so as to improve the performance detection and real-time estimation ability of communication
equipment. A communication equipment failure probability evaluation technology based on
statistical feature analysis is proposed. Wireless sensor technology is used to collect the real-time
data of communication equipment failure probability, and the performance characteristics of
communication equipment failure probability are analyzed. Through feature extraction and big data
fusion technology, The failure probability detection of communication equipment is carried out, the
cumulant joint estimation model of communication equipment failure probability detection is
constructed, the statistical characteristic quantity of communication equipment failure probability is
constructed under the given sidelobe level, the multi-path interference suppression is carried out,
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and the failure probability evaluation of communication equipment is realized. It is found that the
accurate probability of failure probability evaluation of communication equipment is high and the
error is small.
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